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Executive Director
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Midlothian, YA 23112

Dear Mr. Ruben,

I had the pleasure of spending my summer fellowship at the University of Michigan
Law School's Human Trafficking Clinic. Over the course of the summer I represented ten
clients on a variety of issues. The Human Trafficking Clinic focuses on numerous areas of
the law, from immigration to public benefits to family law. The majority of my time was
spent on immigration law, though my most important case dealt with criminal law.

In the state of Michigan the process for expunging a conviction is known as a "set
aside." One of my clients had been certified as a victim of human trafficking, had received
the special trafficking T-visa, and later was granted Legal Permanent Residence. This client
was lured to the United States under the false promise that she would be working as a model
and instead she was confined to a hotel and forced to have sex with an average of eleven to
sixteen men every single day. She was eventually able to escape her trafficker and with the
help of the clinic was able to put her life back together.

Unfortunately she was convicted of prostitution solicitation as a direct result of her
trafficking. In order to help her get her life back on track the clinic applied for a set aside to
have that solicitation conviction expunged from her record. The motion had already been
filed when I started my fellowship, but I was responsible for attending the hearing and
representing my client. I spent the summer familiarizing myself with the case so I could
answer and potential questions at the hearing. After a few weeks I knew the case like the
back of my hand and was confident I could answer any question that came my way. My
client was appearing via telephone, so I worked closely with her in the week leading up to the
hearing to make sure she was fully prepared. I attended the hearing with my supervisor but
ultimately I alone acted as counsel. I presented the case to the judge and laid out how my
client satisfied every one of the statutory requirements for a set aside. The judge eventually
granted the motion to set aside my client's conviction.

I was ecstatic and incredibly relieved when the judge granted the motion. My client
had worked so hard for so many years to reclaim control of her life, and the conviction on her
record was not only an ever present reminder of her trafficking and the horrors she had
suffered, but it was also a huge hindrance for her life going forward as she tried to reintegrate
with society. She had found an excellent job but was still very worried about what the



conviction on her record might mean for her employment going forward. She could not have
been happier when I spoke to her on the phone after the hearing, and that phone call alone is
enough to keep me in the field of public interest law for the rest of my career. And her
reaction was in no way an aberration. Every one of my clients was incredibly gracious and
thankful for the work I was doing and that really helped motivate everything that I did this
summer.

I had an incredible experience this summer. I will continue to work at the clinic this
upcoming semester, and I feel very lucky that I can continue to represent some of my
wonderful clients.

Sincerely,

Dan Wojciak






